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Artist:Â Tyler VlahovichVenue:Â Marc Selwyn, Beverly HillsExhibition Title:Â Project Room: Tyler VlahovichDate: November 14, 2020 â€“ January 9, 2021Co-organized By:Â Chris SharpClick here to view slideshowFull
gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Marc Selwyn, Beverly HillsPress Release:Tyler Vlahovich paints seemingly casual, but richly sophisticated rapid meditations on
form, composition, mark-making, and color, which seek to portray if not â€˜nothing,&#8217; then at the very least the painterly contours of thinking plastically and multifariously. It is for these reasons that his global
practice, although obviously animated by a singular sensibility, does not immediately cohere into a single identifiable style. This is also why his work has such a strange and unpredictable relationship with beauty. Much
more a byproduct of other concerns than a primary motivation, his paintings are nevertheless beautiful. The vivid, variously offbeat, playful and breathtaking pictorial events they contain surprise, perplex and delight, while
their subtly textured surfaces, which are often due to a kind of encaustic technique, have a way of seducing the body as much as the eye. They are part and parcel of an idiosyncratic kind of painting that is increasingly
hard to account for, and may even be inadmissible. Indeed, in todayâ€™s art world, when so much art is obliged to make perfect sense, none of what Vlahovich makes does, if it ever did. And this is precisely why it
refreshes, absolutely.&#8211; Chris SharpTyler Vlahovich (b. 1967 Tacoma, WA) is a painter who lives and works in Los Angeles. A regular exhibitor at Feature Inc., New York from 2003 until its closure in 2014,
Vlahovich has also had solos, most recently, at Feuilleton, Los Angeles (2020); Farbvision, Berlin (2018); Window Project, Richard Telles Fine Art, Los Angeles (2017); Twig Gallery, Brussels (2011); John Tevis Gallery,
Paris (2006); Mary Goldman gallery (2003).This exhibition is organized in cooperation with Lulu, Mexico City, where Vlahovich will also have a show running from November 21st, 2020 through January 30th, 2021.Link:
Tyler Vlahovich at Marc SelwynArtist:Â Tyler VlahovichVenue:Â Lulu, Mexico CityExhibition Title:Â The Cares of a Family ManDate: November 21, 2020 â€“ January 30, 2021Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Lulu, Mexico CityPress Release:The subject matter of Tyler Vlahovichâ€™s work could very well be nothing. After all when describing a
given painting, he often speaks of his hope or intention to paint itâ€“ nothing (which he usually, inevitably fails at). While such an ambition mightÂ seem aptly Beckettian, it is a â€˜nothingâ€™ more in the spirit of Vincent
Fecteauâ€™s sculpture, in that he seeks to eschew any kind of sustainable representation. OrÂ maybe itâ€™s something along the lines of the two-dimensional equivalent of Kafkaâ€™sÂ Odradek, the writerâ€™s
notoriously indescribable creature/object which could almostÂ be an allegory of art, viz., Kafkaâ€™s description of Odradek as being â€œextraordinarily nimble and (&#8230;) never [able to] be laid hold of.â€• But Kafka
did not write allegories just as Vlahovich does not paint them. His ambitions lay elsewhere. One gets theÂ feeling that heâ€™s trying to publicly formulate a very private question to which his paintings become provisional
answers. Or maybe they are spur of the moment challenges to himself, and painting in general. Or finally, just riddles in reverse.His imagery ostensibly dabbles with the origins of European abstraction and post war
American modernism, but any resemblance to say, Kazimir Malevich, Odilon Redon or abstract expressionism is superficial or incidental. It is not about that.Vlahovichâ€™s work is blessedly devoid of any motivation to
transmit the spiritual or the psychological, not to mention any will to heroically embody its zeitgeist. What with his non-noble penchant to paint on anything from used cardboard to pieces and panels of wood, as well as
canvas, it is also far from heroic; if anything, it is much more of the order of the nerd, thanks to his all but solipsistic devotion to painting. His work is definitely not warped by any belief in the genius of the artistic gestureâ€“
(Im sorry Mr.Kawara)
which in Vlahovichâ€™s repertoire is more of a poke, daub or a stab.Tyler Vlahovich paints seemingly casual, but richly sophisticated rapid meditationsÂ on form, composition, mark-making, and color, which seek to
portray if not â€˜noth ing,&#8217; then at the very least the painterly contours of thinking plastically and multifariously. It is for these reasons that his global practice, although obviously animated by a singular sensibility,
does not immediately cohere into a single identifiable style. This is also why his work has such a strange and unpredictable relationship with beauty (so much green and yellow!). Much more a byproduct of other concerns
than a primary motivation, his paintings are nevertheless beautiful. The vivid, variously offbeat, playful and breathtaking pictorial events they contain surprise, perplex and delight, while their subtly textured surfaces, which
are often due to a kind of encaustic technique, have a way of seducing the body as much as the eye. They are part and parcel of an idiosyncratic kind of painting that is increasingly hard to account for, and may even be
inadmissible. Indeed, in todayâ€™s art world, when so much art is obliged to make perfect sense, none of what Vlahovich makes does, if it ever did. And this is precisely why it refreshes, absolutely.Tyler Vlahovich (b.
1967 Tacoma, WA) is a painter who lives and works in Los Angeles. A regular exhibitor at Feature Inc., New York from 2003 until its closure in 2014, Vlahovich has also had solos, most recently, at Feuilleton, Los Angeles
(2020); Farbvision, Berlin (2018); Window Project, Richard Telles Fine Art, Los Angeles (2017); Twig Gallery, Brussels (2011); John Tevis Gallery, Paris (2006); Mary Goldman gallery (2003).Link: Tyler Vlahovich at
LuluArtist:Â Liu YeVenue:Â Fondazione Prada, MilanExhibition Title:Â StorytellingDate: January 30, 2020 â€“ January 10, 2021Curated by: Udo KittelmannClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release
and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artist and Fondazione Prada, Milan. Photos by Roberto Marossi.Press Release:Milan, 16 December 2019 â€“ Fondazione Prada presents Storytelling, a
d661be1030b3b9d58223529566f7580a6bc44a1d898d5e7e191b9a057ca0ebec
solo show by Chinese painter Liu Ye curated by Udo Kittelmann. On view from 30 January to 10 January 2021 (press preview on 29 January), it will take place in Nord gallery at Fondazione Pradaâ€™s Milan venue.
contemporaryartdaily.com
Following the first iteration held in 2018 at Prada Rong Zhai in Shanghai, the exhibition travels to Milan for a new presentation, featuring a selection of 35 paintings realized from 1992 onwards.In Shanghai Liu Ye&#8217;s
works related harmoniously with the 1918 historical residenceâ€™s original furnishings, decorations and colours, creating
a symbiotic relationship
with the intimate spaces and small rooms of Prada Rong Zhai. In Milan
DHAdmann
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the paintings will generate a chromatic and material contrast with the concrete walls and the industrial environment of Fondazione Pradaâ€™s venue, in order to activate a new narrative sequence and an enigmatic
contrast with these large exhibition spaces. The geographical dislocation will contribute to focus on the ability of Liu Ye to create a personal pictorial universe, which does not align with any particular artistic movement.Liu
Ye expresses an intimate and sensual imagination, that feeds on heterogeneous sources related to literature, history of art and popular culture from the Western and Eastern world, giving rise to atmospheres which evoke
introspection, purity and suspension. In the artistâ€™s body of works the stylistic features of fairy-tales coexist with a sense of humor and a parodic vein. Referring to his own artistic production, Liu Ye underlined that
â€œevery work is my selfportraitâ€•.Combining different elements and sources, his paintings are generated by a plurality of creative forces: memory, observation, imagination and artistic education. All his works are
pervaded by a certain ambiguity as they seem suspended between two worlds: reality and invention. During his career he created a personal domain, at the same time accessible and impenetrable to others, which can be
described as a subjective reality. One of the most distinctive feature of Liu Yeâ€™s initial approach was the collision of anachronisms, typical of an individual immersed in a foreign culture: modern art motives combined
with old mastersâ€™ quotations, western cultural references associated to Chinese cultural icons. The autobiographical nature of his work assumed another connotation after his return to his homeland from Europe in the
late nineties. He employed his art as a mean of self-exploration and discovery, in a context in which artistic creation and daily life mutually influenced each other. As he specified, â€œEven though I have never become an
abstract artist, I am nonetheless interested in stripping down narrative and simplifying.â€• His visual narratives donâ€™t progress linearly or logically; they are based on contrast as a collage of different forms and
languages.As Udo Kittelmann highlights, â€œI experienced his paintings as sensitive pictorial messages relayed between two worlds that are often viewed as contradictory: Western cultures versus Asian cultures. Even
back then, Liu Yeâ€™s paintings struck me as manifesting a dialectical constellation, for his work is not only interwoven in many ways with Chinaâ€™s manifold cultural developments; it also bears witness to a profound
knowledge of the history of European culture and painting. His pictures are grounded equally in traditional Eastern and Western intellectual and artistic trends, conjoining the strengths of the past and the future.â€•Liu Ye
was born in 1964 in Beijing, China where he currently lives and works. He studied mural painting at the Central Academy of Fine Arts from 1986 to 1989 and industrial design at the School of Arts &amp; Crafts, both in
Beijing, China. He received his Master of Fine Arts from the Academy of Fine Arts in Berlin in 1994. In 1998, he was Artist in Residence at the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam. Recent solo shows and group exhibitions
include: Liu Ye: Storytelling, Prada Rong Zhai, Shanghai (2018); Hello World. Revising a Collection, Nationalgalerie im Hamburger Bahnhof â€“ Museum fÃ¼r Gegenwart, Berlin (2018); 57th Venice Biennale VIVA ARTE
VIVA curated by Christine Macel (2017); Mondriaan and Liu Ye, Mondriaanhuis, Amersfoort (2016); The World in 2015, Ullens Center for Contemporary Art, Beijing (2015); Focus Beijing: De Heus-Zomer Collection,
Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam (2014); Re-View, opening exhibition of Long Museum West Bund, Shanghai (2014); MYTH/HISTORY: Yuz Collection of Contemporary Art, Yuz Museum, Shanghai (2014);
Hans van Dijk: 5000 names, Ullens Center for Contemporary Art, Beijing (2014); Through All Ages, opening exhibition of Long Museum, Shanghai (2012); In Time â€“ 2012 Chinese Oil Painting Biennale, National Art
Museum of China, Beijing (2012) Future Pass â€“ From Asia to the World, Wereldmuseum, Rotterdam (2011); Chinamania, Arken Museum of Modern Art, IshÃ¸j (2009); Mahjong: Contemporary Chinese Art from the Sigg
Collection, Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, University of California, Berkeley (2008). Liu Yeâ€™s works are part of permanent collections of the China Art Museum, Shanghai; the Long Museum, Shanghai;
the M+ Sigg Collection, Hong Kong, the Yuz Museum, Shanghai and Today Art Museum, Beijing among other international institutions.Link: Liu Ye at Fondazione PradaArtist:Â Philip GustonVenue:Â Hauser &amp; Wirth,
St. MoritzExhibition Title: Philip Guston. TransformationDate: December 23, 2020 â€“ March 28, 2021Selected By: Tenzing BarsheeClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after
the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the Estate of Philip Gustonâ€¨ and Hauser &amp; Wirth, St. Moritz. â€¨Photos by Jon Etter.Press Release:The visionary art of the American painter Philip Guston (1913-1980) spans
half a century and continues to exert a powerful influence on contemporary culture today. Recognized as a pioneer of abstract expressionism before his return to figuration in the late 1960s, for Guston painting was an
encounter between thought and feeling, image and idea. Within this exhibition, Hauser &amp; Wirth will present two bodies of work from different periods, abstract (1952-64) and figurative (1968-1977), that together show
the depth and complexity of his personal iconography. Available to view in person and online, the significant collection of 14 drawings and paintings reveals Gustonâ€™s complete commitment to
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